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Discussion
� Complete episodes are associated with increasingly correct 

cohesive ties but increased pausing during sentence production 

� Findings support a resource model in explaining discourse 
disturbances following TBI 

� When more resources are expended to generate complete 

narratives, fewer resources are available for producing correct 
cohesive ties or for sentence planning

� This results in a variable pattern of co-occurring disturbances 

at two or more levels of discourse processing during narrative 
production.
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Discourse Processing and TBI
� Individuals with TBI experience macrolinguistic and 

microlinguistic breakdowns in narrative discourse related to

� Story completeness
� Story cohesion
� Sentence production

� The relationships among these 3 levels are not well known and 
several models of discourse processing have been proposed.

� Peach & Coelho (2016) demonstrated a significant relationship

between the production of cohesive ties and instances of 
intra-sentential impairment in the narratives of individuals 
with TBI.

� These results suggest that speakers share resources for 
establishing story cohesion and producing sentences in 
narratives.

� To  develop a more complete understanding of discourse, the 
relationships between these two levels and the macrolinguistic 
level of discourse processing need to be examined.

Objective
To investigate the relationships among story completion, story 
cohesion, and sentence production in individuals with TBI.

Methods
� Language samples  of 24 participants were selected from 

TBIBank (MacWhinney, 2007) and analyzed

� Participants ranged from 16 to 54 years old, had 10 to 21 years 
of education, and were 2 to 29 months time post injury with an 
average of 7 months. 

� Participants identified as having moderate to severe  brain 
injury with no previous neurological or language disorders.

� Samples analyzed for:

� Complete and incomplete episode structure 
� Accuracy of inter-sentential cohesive ties (correct vs. 

erroneous)

� Frequency of extended intra-sentential pauses and 
sentence mazes

Results
� The descriptive statistics for the group by measures are presented below.  To standardize 

the scores for each measure, the total numbers of cohesive ties (correct, erroneous), pauses, 

and mazes in each episode type were divided by the number of T-units in each episode.  
Individual patterns are also displayed.

� A one-way analysis of variance was performed to determine if there were differences 
relating to the numbers of cohesive ties (correct, erroneous) and/or pauses and mazes in 
complete versus incomplete episodes.    

� Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey’s HSD test indicated that the number of correct ties and  
pauses in complete episodes were significantly greater than all other measures. 

� These measures were entered into a logistic regression analysis as predictor variables. The 
model was statistically significant [χ2 (2) =52.58, p = .000] and  explained 89% (Nagelkerke R2) 
of the variancein complete episodes while correctly classifiing94% of the participants.


